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TAG: Innovation & Capital

Saxon Weber – a sector focused investment bank
We support business transactions on sell-side, buy-side, or growth capital
with deal values of $2 to $200 million. Our clients are owners and leaders of
businesses across markets; Oil & Gas, Industrial, Technology, Infrastructure
and Aerospace.
Our team consists of seasoned investment bankers and operators who
provide a high-touch, boutique level of service to our clients. We leverage our
experience and employ a proven process designed to optimize deal value,
terms and conditions for our clients. Our value-added advice and guidance is
critical to navigating the current deal market environment, particularly given
the unique needs of our clients.
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TAG: Innovation

Innovation
 Hope to serve as a catalyst for learning and dialogue through survey and related industry analysis.
 TAG event brings together innovators with deep experience.
 Ask the questions without necessarily having all the answers.










How does investment impact innovation?
What are the technology trends that are shaping the industry?
What is the right balance of innovation?
What kinds of innovation will deliver against desired business goals?
Are we collaborating enough and with the right partners?
What measurement systems for innovation are in place?
How do we innovate in a low price environment?
What drives our innovation outlook?
How will we know success when we see it?
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TAG: TRL / Capital

Innovation – TRL – Capital

Investment

Cluster

Seed/FFF

Invention

Angel Investors

Concept Validation

Early Stage

Prototyping and Incubation

TRL
TRL 1
TRL 2
TRL 3
TRL 4
TRL 5

Definition
basic principles observed
technology concept formulated
experimental proof of concept
technology validated in lab
technology validated in relevant environment
(industrially relevant environment in the case of key enabling technologies)
technology demonstrated in relevant environment

Early Stage

Series A--C

4 Blocker / MR - TRL

TRL 6
Pilot Production and Demonstration

Initial Market Introduction

TRL 7
TRL 8

Market Expansion

TRL 9

(industrially relevant environment in the case of key enabling technologies)
system prototype demonstration in operational environment
system complete and qualified
actual system proven in operational environment
(competitive manufacturing in the case of key enabling technologies; or in
space)

Probability of Success
Individual Event

Probability

Company has sufficient capital

80%

Management is capable and focused

80%

Product development goes as planned

80%

Production and component sourcing goes as planned

80%

Competitors behave as expected

80%

Customers want product

80%

Pricing is forecast correctly

80%

Patents are issued and are enforceable

80%

Combined Probability of Success

17%

Sources: Venturegiant, Earto, Serkan Bolat, Privco, Startup Freak, HBR
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TAG: Survey Methodology / Panels

TAG Role – Only (a)




Role

This survey was launched July
12th simultaneously to a panel of
attendees / invitees / exhibitors of
TAG (a)
A similar / not identical version
was sent separately to larger
industry panel (SW2/b)

Operator

3%
5%3%
8%

Product / Systems Vendor

30%

30%

Other
Technology Company







9%

The surveys were slightly different
in number of questions but
generally had close question
parity. Both were distributed and
manages through Qualtrics.
Combined the number of
responses recorded is 122.
Additionally, there is data from an
earlier drone study made up of
117 responses.
Other a: Inspections Classification
/ Regulatory/Regulator; Asset
Owner, Operator, EPC designer,
Technology Co.

Pipeline Services

11%

Other b SW2: Classification
Society; New Construction
Commissioning Services; NDT
Services; Mechanical Contractor;
government regulator of pipelines.

EPC

15%
16%

Asset Owner
OFS

SW2 – Only (b)

Drone Only

Drone

SW2 Role

Engineering

Consultant

8%

0%
2%
4%

66%

Other

24%

10%


Consultant

Product / Systems
Vendor

3%
4%
6%
7%

22%

Technology Company

20%

Management

46%

9%

Consultant

Operator

10%

Field Services

11%

Construction

14%
Asset Owner

Sales/Marketing/BD
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TAG: Please indicate what you consider your firm’s primary driver for
investing in innovation?

Primary Drivers for Investment




Our industry does not compete
when it comes to safety. We share
what we develop and learn with
our peers—all with the goal of
protecting the public and the
environment long history of
approaching safety through
collaboration with other members
of the industry; regulators and first
response agencies.
Making sure that operations run
safely; new ways to monitor the
integrity of materials in changing
environments or creating new
systems for inspection,
maintenance and repair.

Investment Drivers
Improve Safety
It is Critical for Competitive Advantage
Improve Operational Efficiency
Core - (as we are primarily a technology firm)
Reduce Costs
Increase Life Span of Assets
Other
Keeping Pace with Regulatory Requirements
Reduce Environmental Impact
Compensate for Talent / Skills Shortages

Non-Competitive

17.19%
17.19%
15.63%
14.06%
10.94%
4.69%



Industry analysts have found a
clear correlation between
innovation and success in growing
revenues across industries.
In Breakthrough innovation and
growth, PwC reported that over
the past three years, the most
innovative 20% in the industry
grew at a rate 16% higher than the
least innovative.

Increase the firm value; AOTB

1.56%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00% 2.00% 4.00% 6.00% 8.00% 10.00% 12.00% 14.00% 16.00% 18.00% 20.00%

Operational Excellence

SW2 (b)


18.75%

Operational Excellence

Investment Drivers/SW2
+3% Reduce Costs
+3% Core - (as we are…

Improve Operational…
-5% It is Critical for…
Increase Life Span of…
-10% Improve Safety
Reduce…
Keeping Pace with…
Other
Compensate for…

17.65%
17.65%
14.71%
11.76%
11.76%
8.82%
5.88%
5.88%
2.94%
2.94%

Operational Excellence

17%
Core

6%

61%
16%

Other
Competitive

0.00% 5.00%10.00%15.00%20.00%
Sources: PwC
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TAG: Please define in very broad terms your priorities around cost
management in the short term.

Cost Management


Priorities Cost Management

Our survey found that a combined
80% of respondents saw cost
management priorities in the top
two positions – either a High
Priority or Top Priority.

High Priority - this is one of the top
priorities for the management team

2%
3%

80%

15%






When DNV who recently probed
the question of Cost Management
and which strategies companies
will be prioritizing in 2016; they
found tougher decisions on capex
(upstream and downstream)
approval leading – however, that
had been down -10% y-o-y in a
study spread across all sectors.
According to published studies an
estimated 35% M/D saw OPEX
decreasing this year – however
25% saw an increase.
M&A in 2016 is seeing deal value
more than triple last year through
this year and at a high water mark
not since 2007 with low oil and
gas prices. That Combined with
private equity firm's mass amounts
of dry powder creating a perfect
storm for deal-making.

Top priority – this is the top priority for
our management team
Moderate Priority - this is on our
priorities list

49%

Low Priority - cost isn't a key priority for
us right now

31%

Not a Priority

DNV - Cost Prioritization

Cost Management - Impact
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

58

56

+32
Considering, or actively pursuing,
acquisitions

Planning, or actively pursing, changes Indicated their organizations have
to work force strategies
implemented a Central Team to drive
their cost management agenda

Sources: DNV, Oil & Gas Monitor
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TAG: What are the biggest barriers your business faces in bringing a new
technology or innovation to market?

Innovation Barriers


Uncertainty over returns and Cost
of development were clearly on
the minds of the a panel.

60
50









However, they were minor
considerations compared to the
SW2 panel where the two
responses were (flipped) at 80%
and 60%.
PwC found that one of the keys to
driving growth is to focus on a
balanced innovation portfolio;
finding the right mix of
investments in incremental,
breakthrough and radical
innovation across the whole range
of innovation areas.
The right mix for oil and gas
companies will depend on where
they are in the value chain.
These levels of breakthrough and
radical innovation are a major
departure from historic portfolios
that generally contained 10%–
20% breakthrough and radical
innovations.

Barriers in Innovation-to-Market

40% vs. 60% 43% vs. 80%

40
30

0
4
2
1
3
5
10

20

6
8

10

16

0
1
3
5
3
4
12

0
5
6
4
4
6
11

14

8
13

5
6

0
Uncertainty
over returns

Cost of
development

Rank1

Rank2

Uncertainty
over oil and
gas prices

Rank3

12
0

0
5
9

14

10

5
6
2
7

8

2
2
5

Lack of
management
attention

2
18

53

0
2
6
15

1
9
10

8

11

3
3
9

6
6
9

6
1
4

3
1
2
4

Regulations
are too
stringent

Rank4

0
8

Rank5

Lack of
standards

Rank6

6
2
Skills
shortages
Rank7

0
1
6
5
12

6
8
5
3
5
9
7
10
7
2(please Concerns
2 over Risks of1 failure
Other 0
specify)

Rank8

likely risks (eg
safety)

Rank9

Rank10

PwC – O&G

How significant will your innovations in the following areas be over the next 3 years?
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Products

Services

Technology

Most Innovative Companies
Sources: PwC

Systems &
Processes
Middle

Supply Chain

Customer
Experience

Business Model

Least Innovative
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TAG: Which technologies are poised to make a significant and positive
impact on the oil and gas sector in the next 5 years / Of the same
technologies please rank order by industry need?
Future impact


Future Impact

The future impact numbers varied
very little from survey to survey –
with big data taking the lead on
both sides of the impact questions
– perhaps it was closer to what we
ask our kids (is this a want or a
need) in any case Big Data
prevailed on both sides of the
argument.

Big Data / Analytics
NDT / ILI
Composites / Repair Products
Internet of Things / Asset Monitoring
Digital Oilfields
Advanced Materials





IoT offers the ability to help O&G
companies compete on cost by
improving productivity: Enable
predictive maintenance vs.
preventative maintenance;
Improve process flow achieved by
monitoring changes in operating
conditions; Increase productivity
and reduce accident frequency
with real time monitoring of assets
The energy industry worldwide is
undergoing a tectonic shift. The
value perceived by the customer is
shifting from engineering of the
asset to digitization/ intelligence
embedded in the asset.

Data Acquisition / Processing Advancements
Other

Drones
0%
Great

10%

20%

30%

Somewhat

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Not Much

Needs (b)

Needs

Need (b)

Industry Need
Big Data / Analytics

Advanced Materials

NDT / ILI

Composites / Repair Products

Composites / Repair Products

NDT / ILI

Internet of Things

Big Data / Analytics

Advanced Materials

Other

Data Acquisition / Processing…

Data Acquisition

Digital Oilfields
Drones, PHMSA, People & Skills

Other
0%

20%

40%

60%

Internet of Things / Smart Asset…

80%

Rank1

Rank2

Rank3

Rank4

Rank5

Rank6

Rank7

Rank8

100%

Sources: Sullexis, Dupress

0%

20%

40%

Rank 1

Rank 2

Rank 3

Rank 5

Rank 6

Rank 7

60%

80%

100%

Rank 4
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TAG: Deep Dive - Big Data

Lloyds – Data Challenges


The rapid maturation of advanced
data technologies is having an
impact. These technologies are
generally not prohibitive in cost to
deploy and offer near-term gains
in efficiency improvement. Digital
and data underpin some of the key
initiatives technology leaders are
hoping to push in their firms.



Industry reducing costs and
boosting operational efficiency as
the key drivers of spending on
innovation in their companies
today.



Digitalization undoubtedly has the
potential to reshape the oil and
gas industry if the industry could
analyze and understand all the
data it is currently producing in a
more coordinated manner,
operational efficiency could be
boosted by as much as 20%.

Toughest Data Challenges
Lack of data integration across parts of the business
Collecting data with sufficient relevance and or reliability
Analyzing our data effectively
Handling unstructured data
Handling the volumes of data
Poor data quality
Utilizing data for decision support by managers
A lack of sufficient data sklills / know-how
Complying with regulatory reporting requirements
Sharing data safely with partners
Digitizing our data
A lack of sufficient management support / buy in for data
0



Many companies are already
adopting digital processes in order
to boost productivity and
efficiency.

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

PwC – O&G

Data Report
Analyzing Data

7

Collecting Data

10

33

45

34

0

20
Excellent

47

40
Very Good

12

About Average
Sources: PwC

60

31

7

80
Not Very Good

21

100
Poor

120

DK
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TAG: Deep Dive - Drones

Planning/Use










Applications

Familiarity of Drone Planning / Use

The Future of Drones survey and
analysis – was conducted by
Saxon Weber March 2016 and
had 117 respondents.

8%

O&G companies are looking to
UAS/UAV to cut costs and provide
more efficient, safer operations.

5%

Nothing we have
considered

Drones markets promise to grow
significantly because visualization
includes mapping from the air,
inspection from the air,
surveillance from the air, and
package delivery from the air.

Pipeline Integrity Right of Way

6%
22%

11%

Starting to think about
the possibilities

53%
The industry as a whole is starting
to realize the many benefits this
technology can provide.

Applications for Drone Use

34%

Already using drones
for select applications

Other Visualization

17%

Asset Security

22%

Already planning

22%

Needs

Pipeline Integrity Leak Detection
Flare Gas

Considerations

Needs Planning for Drones

The unmanned aircraft equipped
with cameras are able to do things
that cannot be done in any other
way. This bodes well for market
development

Pipeline Integrity Damage

17%

Considerations for Drones in O&G

Regulations Involving
Use

Pipeline Integrity Type

0%

16%
33%

Just Assessing the
Needs and Costs

34%

Technology
Sophistication

Technology Review

17%

23%

Cost Benefit on
Switching from Planes
or Existing Technology

International Assets

33%

LDC / Utility Needs
(Non-Pipeline Integrity)

27%

System Wide Needs
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TAG: What are the biggest challenges of the approval of a new product or
technology? / Which of the following would you identify as in most need of
improvement, if your organization is to become better at innovation?
New Product / Technology Approval




In reviewing the challenges data
one interpretation was that these
concepts/responses cut both ways
to suppliers and operators;
especially on “risk” and “under
capitalization”
For ‘lack of champion’, ‘access to
decision-makers, “TRL’ and
‘vendor approval’ those answers
were more in line with suppliers,
and technology providers.

Challenges

Access to decision makers

13.04%

Technology Readiness Level Achievement

13.04%

Vendor approval

8.70%
10.00%

Risk appetite of operators

10.00%

Lack of champion
IP





Of significance in the survey
response was the idea of change
at the organizational and culture
level.
Industry analysis conducted by
PwC and Deloitte echoed these
results and adding to the
discussion – findings that showed
that a successful organization’s
ability to foster an environment
where smart exploration is
encouraged even if it does not
always lead to a successful
outcome.

26.09%

Under-capitalization

40.00%

20.00%
20.00%
21.74%

17.39%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00% 5.00% 10.00% 15.00% 20.00% 25.00% 30.00% 35.00% 40.00% 45.00%
TAG

SW

Organizational Changes

Organizational Changes to Improve Innovation
Creating a culture of innovation
6 3 3 6 1
5 3 6
20
Ability to successfully test and deploy new technologies
2 40
9
10
8
8
12
Access to key skills/experience
40
7
4
9
11
13
5
Increased spending on R&D 4
0
23
6 22 5 3
8
#3 Ability to turn basic research into promising technologies
6 30
15
8
5
7
4 5
Greater appetite for risk 3 3 5 2
7 0
14
8
11
Ability to collect and analyze data in order to generate… 2
7 0
12
4 4
11
5
8
Ability to work with third parties 2 3
7 0
7
9
9
8
8
Other 10
52
0
Rank1

Rank2

Rank3

Rank4

10
Rank5

Rank6

20
Rank7

30
Rank8

40

50

60

Rank9
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TAG: How would you describe your company's attitude towards
collaborating with third parties to develop new techniques or technologies?

Primary driver for investment








Collaboration / Innovation

In the upstream oil and gas sector
collaboration is especially
important due to the high cost and
long lead times associated with oil
and gas advancements.

Actively seeking vendors, technologies and
innovation through collaboration

6%5%
3%

One key strategy for maintaining
innovation while lowering budgets
is to look for shared innovation
priorities with other industry
players where there are no
competition issues.
There is a connection between
collaboration and innovation:
companies that collaborate more
actively in technology innovation
perform considerably better than
their peers in all the different
facets of innovation.
Design thinking, the rejuvenation
of corporate venturing and the use
of incubators is noticeably
stronger in leading companies.

Selectively open to a small group of technology
providers

32%

Generally prefer internal/proprietary efforts but
would enter into partnerships if circumstances
were right
Trying to avoid collaboration and only do so when
absolutely necessary

21%
65%

None of the above - we don't collaborate with
others in this regard

33%

Prefer acquiring technology through license or
acquisition

Approaches

O&G Collaboration

Plan in place to collaborate over the
next three years?

Best approaches to innovation
Open Innovation

Strategic Partners

Freedom to conduct
Innovation Projects

Customers

Design Thinking

Suppliers
Academics

Corporate venture groups

Competitors

Incubators

0%

20%

40%

60%

80% 100%

Source: PwC, Breakthrough innovation and growth

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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TAG: Innovation Key Takeaways

Innovation Takeaways

 A focus on people. Getting and keeping the right people on board to make innovation happen.
 Create a strong innovation culture that supports top talent.
 Work together with the right innovation partners.
 Measure success by developing the right KPI’s for different types of innovation and business units.
 A focus on cost efficiency does not necessarily spell doom for all ambitious technology initiatives.
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TAG: Survey Feedback

None.
None
People skills and knowledge are key factors towards moving ahead. Collecting data, collaboration, ....etc. without the correct
caliber of individuals who possess knowledge, skills, and aptitude to extract conclusions from data and searches. Data and
analysis are just meaningless w/out such caliber of people. People are the greatest assets any organization may have.

"Most difficult issues for us (equal importance):1. Having the capital to build a fleet of tools for service, and. 2. Finding a
way to educate the world that this technology exists"
“Great survey. Please let us know the results, once you have compiled them. Thanks and Best Regards"
Very interesting questions.
Take these results with a grain of salt - some of the questions seem more aimed at buzzwords than directly
applicable questions - such as the questions on the “internet of things”.
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It’s time for Lunch!

TAG EXPO
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